I ran a race, is the verb transitive? No.

What happened over the years to logic. The crude stay there.

Always easy to get back to NYC, though. Might as well

countryside is different. How do I get home again?

Where am I? The signs look the same but the

I have just come, but which road does the tail point at?

the same signs? They point toward the place from which

try finding your way home again, still without a map.

wherever they occur and just keep moving. Right. Now

from Hometown, USA to New York City and you didn't

...And that process, my friends, is very similar to

and self-reference as the appropriate medium for

have turned to videotape with its facility for infolding

paper-with or without diagrams. He would more likely

it, would recognize that they had the important answers.

a calculus of intention to work with, but he worked to get

Software's readership so that we all would walk.

hope is that a metalogue will ensue with Radical

ideas, rearranged somewhat by my own wondering, when I

Relations. However, as an attempt to build up his

Gundels, Turner, Rempel, Goodel, Aristotle, and the

Charles Sanders Peirce. The Logics of


to see a relation clearly that is lost if the relate

relations. Sometimes you can be lucky, and it you look

make any formal arrangement of the pieces in your pile
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Let's go back for a moment and look at the diagram Paul Ryan included at the bottom of his first page. He identifies the Lekton as subject to disturbances due to the underlying relations to them.

Paul's diagram was misleading in one aspect, so please do not be confused by it. Consider it as Pierce did. He did so without much explanation of it. There is also a minimal trial. Let's look at another aspect of the diagram. The direct relationship between THE SUN and the Lekton is a strictly true or false one, and so it is in the kind of relatedness with which science mostly chooses to deal. It's a form.

However, the relation between THE SUN and the Lekton is of subject to disturbance and the Lekton has a certain ambiguity of subject to error by the perception distortions. My camera may have been faulty or the weather may have been bad, or the aligning was not timed right but it may be corrected. The Lekton is a real, but it may be false. It is both true and false, but it only relates to the other two parts. Together they make a minimal trial.

Look at the other two parts. The direct relationship between THE SUN and the statement is a strictly true or false one, and so it is in the kind of relatedness with which science mostly chooses to deal. It's also a form.

Finally, let's loop way back into Paul Ryan's Part I where he talked of Guerilla Warfare in general terms. We end up with the statement: "A conventional pyramidal chain of command must maintain its ambiguity below a narrow set of people, but its radius of dissonance of high ambiguity must extend as far as possible. Strong, energetic media must be creative, energetic and make relevant exceptions to the context of acceptable attitudes with attentive relaxation of those members not in the line of fire."

Lest, let me confess Paul somewhat in his wending about what he deems deception as a tool of the establishment and its cultural automatons, that Guerilla Warfare is a tool that can be used to confuse the establishment and its cultural automatons, that Guerilla Warfare is a tool that can be used to confuse the establishment and its cultural automatons, that Guerilla Warfare is a tool that can be used to confuse the establishment and its cultural automatons.